
SPECTRUM 
The Quick & Easy Solution to Highlighting and Toning.
Spectrum is a quick and easy on or off scalp lightening system that lifts and tones the hair in a single process, 
allowing you to achieve incredible results in just 2-12 minutes. The ammonia-free formula with unique DATEM 
PLUS Technology lifts up to 5 levels and can cut through tint whilst being extremely gentle on hair and scalp. 
Spectrum consists of 3 parts: Lightening Powder, Developer and 6 Toners which can be used to create 
individual results for every client, with cool, warm or natural tones.

Choosing Toners
Spectrum Toners can subdue or increase warmth in the result:

COOL TONERS   

Green, Blue and Violet reduce the warmth in the hair. 
For easy selection of cool toners, first identify depth of natural base you 
are to lift & then refer to the chart below.

WARM TONERS   

Red, Neutral and Yellow increase warmth in the hair. 
Use these toners to give subtle warm results.

Developers
8vol (2.4 %) - up to 4 levels of lift

22vol(6.6 %) - up to 5 levels of lift

30vol (9 %) - maximum 5 levels of lift. For darker bases only. NEVER USE 30vol FOR ON SCALP APPLICATIONS.

NATURAL BASE DOMINANT TONE IN HAIR SPECTRUM TONER TO USE

10, 9 YELLOW VIOLET

8, 7, 6 ORANGE BLUE

5, 4, 3, 2, 1 RED GREEN
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Mixing 
LIGHTENING POWDER - 2 PARTS/SCOOPS
Spectrum ammonia-free Lightening Powder provides a controlled, gentle lift.

DEVELOPER - 2 PARTS/SCOOPS
There are 3 strengths of Spectrum Developer - 8vol (2.4%) for up to 4 levels of lift. 22vol (6.6%) for up to 5
levels of lift. 30vol (9%) for the maximum 5 levels of lift. For darker bases only. 
NEVER USE 30vol FOR ON-SCALP APPLICATIONS.

TONER - 1 PART/SCOOP
Up to 2 scoops may be used for maximum tone deposit.
There are 6 Spectrum Toners. For help with identifying opposing tones, you can use the colour star on the 
Spectrum Quick Start Guide.

REMEMBER The warm Toners will create subtle tones of blonde. Not bright red, orange or yellow results as 
their pre-mixed appearance might suggest. 

Application
The unique consistency of Spectrum makes using your chosen method of application (on scalp, meche, foils, 
cap, spatula, etc.) very easy. Apply mixed Spectrum evenly to each section ensuring enough product is used 
to penetrate the hair.

Processing - Highlighting
REMEMBER Spectrum does not expand when developed under medium heat. This makes it safer and more 
versatile, meaning all techniques are possible. Pre-heat dryer/climazone before developing. 
Always cover Spectrum with a plastic cap unless using foil or meche. 

Process for between 2 and 12 minutes (max) under medium heat (40 - 42°C / 104 - 108°F). 
Check the lift (lightening effect) every 2 - 3 minutes.

The Spectrum Cap
An ideal way to achieve quick and easy highlighting effects is to use the Spectrum highlighting cap. 
Simply place the cap on the head, tie around neck and under chin. Warm the cap with a hair dryer to shrink 
and mould to head shape. Using a highlighting hook pierce the cap and pull through strands of hair to desired 
thickness. Warm the cap a second time to seal the holes. Apply mixed Spectrum and process as 
per instructions.

On Scalp Application
IMPORTANT DO NOT apply to the scalp if there are any abrasions or signs of irritation. 
DO NOT USE HEAT.
• DO NOT COVER. 
• Do not use 30vol Developer. 
• Process for up to 12 minutes. Check the lift (lightening effect) frequently during processing. 
• Always use protective gloves.

If the desired result is not achieved after the maximum processing time (12 minutes), rinse from the hair and 
re-apply (on dry hair).

Removal
Rinse thoroughly, shampoo and condition with Affinage MODE ColourCare Shampoo and Conditioner.
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Spectrum will continue to work after 12 minutes but the protection of DATEM+ will decrease, & it will become more like a traditional bleach.


